
Titan English overview 2019-20 

Autumn 
term 

Description 

Narrative 
unit   

Using WWII as topic, children wrote recounts, diary entries as soldiers during WWII; dialogue writing between soldiers in WWII (using 
video prompts); flashbacks as a soldier during WWII; setting description based on war pictures; arguments and discussions based on 
feelings and the effect the war has had on people; retelling a short story presented in a video;  

Non-fiction 
unit  

Instructions using a picture prompt; explanations of why you should, should not kill people during war; explanations based on war and 
the effects has on people; persuasion texts to show persuasive devices; biographies of famous WWII leaders as well as biographies of a 
favourite famous person; newspaper reports on war; letters to families/ loved ones from the front/trenches; explanation texts using a 
picture prompt; first person account (writing as a reporter and present it to the class);  

Poetry WWII poems using key words that boys collected from war poems; free verse and narrative poems; themed poems using Bonfire night 
and Remembrance day; writing and discussing poetry on anti-bullying;  

 

Spring 
term 

Description 

Narrative 
unit   

Before reading the story, look at the chapter titles. Can you predict what might happen as the story progresses? Read the first sentence of 
the story: 'I disappeared on the night before my twelfth birthday'. Why has the author used this as the first sentence? Ask the children to 
write their own stories starting with this sentence (story writing); setting and character description; Imagine that you have just woken up 
alone on an island - write a story that explains what happens next;  

Non-fiction 
unit 

Autobiographies – theirs then to write a biography of Michael Morpurgo; informal letter writing to family and friends about their journey; 
journalistic reports about the journey; recount/diary entry from one of the sailing days; writing an argument (balanced) on whether they 
would go on a ‘around the world sailing trip’; Imagine that you were joining Michael on the Peggy Sue. What things would you take with 
you? Why? – write a list; Create a set of instructions to teach people how to stay safe on board the Peggy Sue; Write instructions to help 
people survive on a desert island; Imagine that you could interview Michael, Kensuke and / or his parents. What would you ask them? How 
might they respond at different points in the story? Make a persuasive poster to discourage people from hunting and poaching; letters 
between Michael and Kensuke a few years after he returned home; Turn the story (or part of it) into a play script and perform it.  

Poetry  Sea poems using the power of imagery; finding a voice poetry; narrative poetry.  

 

Summer to follow 


